
About the Customer

Baltimore-based David Edward has been a family-owned furniture manufacturer and design firm for more than 50  
years. The company is known for hand-crafted quality and superb design that is both classic and appealing to modern 
day interior designers. The company utilizes old-world methods to manufacture its own David Edward seating product 
line and licensed products for other furniture marketers, all made on American soil.

Protecting a Quality Reputation

David Edward has been using ShockWatch products for its cartoned shipments since 1989 and was one of the first 
furniture manufacturers to invest in this kind of formal damage prevention program. The initiative kicked off with  
an introductory meeting with ShockWatch and David Edward personnel and representatives from the company’s  
carrier partners.

Today, every common-carrier carton shipment leaving David Edward is affixed 
with a ShockWatch L-55 impact indicator and accompanying companion label. 
The indicators deter mishandling and reduce damage-related costs by indicating 
when shipments have been exposed to a potentially damaging impact during 
transit or storage. The indicators are tamperproof, mechanically-activated 
devices that turn bright red when an impact occurs. Just as important are the 
companion labels, which provide a continual visual reminder to utilize careful 
handling practices with David Edward products.

“Our carriers have told us that their employees are more careful in handling our furniture products because of the 
ShockWatch labels,” adds Johnson. “Just as important, the devices give our customers more reporting information when 
they fill out any freight damage claims if damages do occur and the labels are activated.”

Proactive damage prevention, accurate reporting information and a sense of accountability all support the excellent 
reputation for quality and integrity that David Edward has built over its 50-year history.

“The carriers were actually happy to see additional information posted on the cartons for their 

employees to ensure careful handling,” recalls George Johnson, vice president at David Edward.

David Edward Furniture’s 25-year 

partnership with ShockWatch helps keep 

its products and reputation intact.

SpotSee™ David Edward Furniture Case Study

ShockWatch® Label Case Study

Door to Door Protection

With delivery routes averaging 500 miles and some as 
long as 2,000 miles, a lot can happen to an HJC shipment 
between the loading time and delivery.

“Operating our own fleet isn’t an option for our business,” 
says Walls. “So we needed a way to get our freight partners 
as engaged and accountable in careful handling as we are. 
ShockWatch indicators were an easy solution.”

With the consultation and approval of his General 
Manager, Walls initiated a trial of ShockWatch impact 
indicators. After just a month,  HJC made indicators 
mandatory across all of its four distribution centers, 
along with ShockWatch alert tape and ShockWatch 100G 
impact indicator labels for small parcels. Today, every HJC 
shipment has ShockWatch impact indicators on board.

“When we decided to make this investment in ShockWatch 
technology, we also instituted a complete review of our 
shipping processes,” adds Walls. “We switched to a thicker 
pallet wrap and increased our use of corner guards and 
extra banding. But it’s the ShockWatch impact indicators 
and alert tape that provide an actual visual reminder to 
every driver and fork lift operator to slow down and do 
things right.”

Great Results in Savings and Service

After one year of using ShockWatch products and 
bolstering its packing and shipping procedures, HJC slashed 
freight claims from $300,000 down to $86,000, a 65% 
savings.

Walls reports that customer response to the new process 
has been overwhelmingly positive, and customers willingly 
participate in the program by checking indicators and 
reporting activations. Remarkably, HJC’s carrier partners 
are on board as well, in part because the program focuses 
on prevention, not finger-pointing. “Our goal is to get 
customers their orders in great condition and eliminate 
delays and headaches for them,” says Walls. “ShockWatch 
products keep that objective front and center.”

Down the Road

Because HJC’s ShockWatch program has been so 
successful, it is considering requiring similar measures 
from its own suppliers on inbound deliveries. The company 
is also considering ShockWatch temperature indicators 
to protect its shipments that contain cold-sensitive spray 
adhesives.

SpotSee impact, tilt and cold chain solutions prevent, 
detect and record mishandling of fragile, sensitive, or 
calibrated products during transportation or storage. 
ShockWatch indicators are available in multiple footprints 
and a wide range of sensitivities.

For more information on ShockWatch implementations 
like this one, visit our website at spotsee.io and fill out 
the contact us form. 
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